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This rendering shows how residents
will access the lobby one floor up at
Koula, The Howard Hughes Corp.'s
sixth mixed-use tower in Honolulu.
The developer reports 331 of the 565
units, or 58.6 percent, were pre-sold
as of April 30, 2019.

From the Pacific Business News: 
https://www.bizjournals.com/pacific/news/2019/05/08/howard-hughes-
says-6th-honolulu-tower-more-than-50.html

Howard Hughes says 6th Honolulu tower
more than 50% sold
May 8, 2019, 2:49pm HST

The Howard Hughes Corp.’s sixth Honolulu
tower was more than half presold after less than
four months of sales, and the Texas-based
developer said it is targeting a 30 percent
margin overall on sales at its Ward Village
master-planned community.

The Howard Hughes Corp. (NYSE: HHC)
reported Koula, a mixed-use tower designed by
Jeanne Gang of Studio Gang, was 58.6 percent
presold as of April 30 in the company’s first
quarter earnings report released this week.

Sales began in January, and during the first
quarter, 314 of the 565 units went under
contract, and another 17 units were presold in
April for a total of 331 units, the company said in the quarterly report.

In a separate letter to shareholders, Howard Hughes said that the company
closed $357.7 million in condo sales last year and continues “to generate
substantial profits from condos at Ward Village, where we target a 30 percent
margin on sales excluding our land cost.”
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The company reported revenues of $204 million in the first quarter for its
strategic developments unit, which includes Ward Village, and attributed the
$189.4 million increase from the same quarter last year to sales at Aeo, the
Whole Foods Market-anchored tower where units continued to close in the
first quarter.

As of March 31, the six towers were 84.7 percent sold — with only 20 units
unsold at the first four towers — four units remained at Aeo and at Anaha, with
nine units remaining to be sold at the first tower, Waiea.

At Aalii, the fifth tower currently under construction, 608 of the 750 units were
under contract as of March 31, or 81 percent of the units. Another two units
went under contract in April, the company said.

Meanwhile, Howard Hughes’ first workforce tower, Ke Kilohana, had three
market-priced units remaining as of March 31. The developer plans to open the
43-story Longs Drugs-anchored tower on Ward Avenue — 375 of the 424 total
units were sold to owner occupants — on Tuesday.
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